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ACTUAL PRODUCT SELECTION





MEHLER VARIO SYSTEM GMBH

We are your contact for protection and associated products. Our product range includes protective vests for 
bullet, stab and impact protection, personnel shields, helmets, equipment bags and backpacks.

MEHLER has been manufacturing ballistic protective products for police, military and special forces for over 40 
years.

MEHLER is currently working in over 40 countries and is regarded as a reliable and innovative partner to security 
services worldwide.

Over 3000 different models have been developed in close collaboration with the users and more than 500 
certified protection solutions are available to our customers.

Our most attractive products, created by the close cooperation with our customers and further developed by our 
own field-trial team, are given the title MVS BEST-OF.  These are designed to ensure total functionality and durable 
load combined with a comfortable fit.

We are delighted to offer you a selection of our MVS BEST-OF products
in this product catalogue.
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A SELECTIO
N O

F SO
FT- AND HARD BALLISTICS

MEHLER VARIO SYSTEM develops and produces in Germany and has been a leader in the European ballistics market for 
many years.  Shooting and stab tests are carried out to test house standards at our facility in Fulda.  
Final certification is issued by the relevant government departments.

Following is a list of ballistic solutions based on the current standards: 
CAST, NIJ, VPAM and TR.

TR  - Technical German norm - ballistic vest, status 03/2008
              Ammunition:      Article:         SAPI M:        Weight:       
SK4*

SK4+*                                

VPAM - General basis for ballistic material, construction and product tests, status 05/2010
VPAM6*                 

VPAM6/StA**
VPAM6/StA**
VPAM6/StA**               
VPAM6/StA**                

Additional Protection against Armour Piercing (AP)
VPAM7* 

VPAM9*         
VPAM10*

VPAM9/StA**       
VPAM9/StA**      

7.62x51 AP P80 820m/s 

7.62x54 API B32 860m/s

ca. 1.060gr.

ca. 805gr.
ca. 1.060gr.
ca. 1.200gr
ca. 1.350gr.

ca. 2.000gr.

ca. 2.200gr.
ca. 2.750gr.

ca. 2.300gr.
ca. 2.840gr.

7.62x39 AK47 MSC 720m/s

7.62x39 AK47 MSC 720m/s
7.62x39 AK47 MSC 720m/s
7.62x39 AK47 MSC 720m/s
7.62x39 AK47 MSC 720m/s

7.62x51 NATO 830m/s
5.56x45 AP SS109 950m/s
7.62x51 AP P80 820m/s
7.62x54 API B32 P80 860m/s

7.62x51 AP P80 820m/s
7.62x51 AP P80 820m/s

ca. 2.200gr.

ca. 2.720gr.

238x314x18mm 

238x314x22mm

RHP30KP10

RHP38KP9

 *  In conjunction with the 
     appropriate MVS-Soft Ballistic.  

 **StA = STAND ALONE 

238x318x15mm

250x300x16mm
250x300x18mm
238x318x20mm
238x318x24mm

250x300x20mm

241x318x18mm
250x300x22mm

238x314x22,5mm
238x314x24mm

RHP14P2

RHP11P3
RHP14P7
RHP16P2
RHP19P7

RHP28KP4

RHP30KP8
RHP38KP9

RHP33KP16
RHP40KP3
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NIJ / National Institute of Justice - International American standard, status NIJ 01.01.04

            Ammunition:           Article:          SAPI M:        Weight: 
NIJ III*   

Additional Protection against Armour Piercing (AP)
NIJ IV*
NIJ IV*
NIJ IV+*

NIJ IV/StA**
NIJ IV/StA**
NIJ IV/StA**
NIJ IV+/StA**

RF1/SG1*
RF1+/SG1*

HO3*

HO3/StA** 

7.62x51 M80 848m/s
7.62x39 AK47 MSC 720m/s

7.62x51 AP M2 878m/s
7.62x51 AP M2 878m/s
7.62x54 API B32 860m/s

7.62x51 AP M2 878m/s
7.62x51 AP M2 878m/s
7.62x51 AP M2 878m/s
7.62x54 API B32 860m/s

7.62x51 NATO 830m/s
7.62x51 NATO 830 m/s
5.56x45 SS109 950m/s
7.62x51 NATO 830 m/s

7.62x51 NATO 830 m/s

ca. 1.250gr. 

ca. 2.450gr.
ca. 3.100gr.
ca. 2.600gr.

ca. 2.500gr. 
ca. 2.650gr.
ca. 3.400gr.
ca. 2.700gr.

ca.    995gr.
ca. 2.000gr.

ca. 1.200gr.

ca. 1.900gr.

250x300x22mm 

250x300x14mm  
250x300x18mm 
250x300x21mm

250x300x24mm
250x300x21mm
250x300x21mm
250x300x18mm

240x290x16mm
245x285x18mm

240x290x26mm

250x300x28mm

RHP17P4

RHP35K1
RHP42KA6
RHP37KP4

RHP35KP4
RHP38KA5
RHP46KA3
RHP38KP8

RHP15P2
RHP28KP3

RHP18P13

RHP27P1

CAST / HOSDB / Home Office UK - British standard

Information on more specific ballistic protection products is available on request.

 *  In conjunction with the 
     appropriate MVS-Soft Ballistic.  

 **StA = STAND ALONE 

HOSDB 2007
HOSDB 2007

CAST 2017

CAST 2017
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TR  - Technical German norm - ballistic vest, status 03/2008
          Ammunition:               Article:            Size: Weight:  
SK1
SK1

ST

VPAM - General basis for ballistic material, construction and product tests, status 05/2010
VPAM3
VPAM3

NIJ / National Institute of Justice - International American standard
NIJ IIIA
NIJ IIIA

NIJ IIIA/KR2

CAST / HOSDB / Home Office UK - British standard
HG1A

HG1A/KR1

HO2 

ca. 1.130gr.
ca. 1.600gr. 

ca.   830gr. 

ca. 1.100gr.
ca. 1.240gr.

ca. 1.400gr.
ca. 1.600gr.

ca. 2.500gr.

ca.    930gr.

ca. 1.880gr.

ca. 1.200gr

9x19mm Para 415m/s
9x19mm Para 415m/s 
9x18mm Makarov Fe 350m/s
Stichschutz

9x19mm Para 415m/s
9x19mm Para 415m/s

9x19mm Para 415m/s
9x19mm Para 415m/s
9x19mm .44 Mag 436m/s
9x19mm .44 Mag 436m/s
inkl. Stichschutz

9x19mm FMJ 365m/s
.357 Magnum 390m/s
9x19mm FMJ 365m/s
.357 Magnum 390m/s
inkl. Stichschutz
9x19mm FMJ 365 m/s

M
M

M

M
M

M
M

M

M

M

M

BP382
BA557

AS806

BA371
BA466

BAP482
BP553

CA0762

BA291

CA0671A

BP333 

Information on more 
specific ballistic 

protection products is 
available on request.

NIJ 0101.04
NIJ 0101.06

NIJ 0101.04
NIJ 0115.00

HOSDB 2007

HOSDB 2007

CAST 2017
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COMFORT 2 COMFORT 2 -  d iscre te COMFORT 2 COMFORT 2 -  d iscre te 

Classic Covert Vest  Discrete Covert Vest Classic Covert Vest 
Ladies 

Discrete Covert Vest
Ladies

Whether you are working overtly or on covert operations, Mehler Vario System GmbH offers a suitable solution for your protection at 
all times.
The classic Comfort-2 covert vest features various adjustment options on the sides and shoulders, thus offering a high degree of size 
adjustment.
The Comfort 2 – discrete adjusts at the side only and the flat shoulders makes wearing a lot less noticeable.
Both vest variants feature special female designs, which have been adapted to the female anatomy, further enhancing the comfortable 
fit. An optimised fit with 36 standard sizes (XXXS to XXXL in four lengths), as well as the individual sizes, ensures that everyone who 
wears a Mehler protective vest can find the right size.
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COMFORT 2 RHP INVIS IBLE CONCEALABLE

Covert Vest with 
plate pockets 

Discrete Covert Vest Discrete Covert Vest

ALLROUND

Covert Vest with
increased flank protection

The covert vest Comfort 2 RHP 
is a real all-rounder!
Wearing it concealed and 
upgraded with plates, you can 
achieve even greater 
protection against long barrel 
weapons.

A practically invisible 
comfortable covert vest with 
extended body cover and no 
hard edges around the hip 
area.  
The innovative soft ballistics 
offer a high degree of comfort 
by adapting to the contours of 
the body.  
Vest has a side zipper making 
it easy to don and doff.

An elastic cover with minimal 
side fastening offers the 
highest degree of 
discreteness for concealed 
wearing.

Also for the military user, 
there are situations, which re-
quire a concealed protection.
The vest can be upgraded 
with plates to achieve even 
greater protection against 
long barrel weapons.
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P1B 
Hi-Visibility Waistcoat 

The P1B offers high visibility 
combined with discrete 
ballistic protection.
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COVERT
VESTS

P1A P1CP1 P2 
Amok Armour extensions Amok Armour extensionsOvert Vest Backup-Vest

To increase the safety of 
those wearing the P1, the 
amok protection extensions
have been developed. 
Groin protection and neck / 
shoulder yokes offer maxi-
mum protection.

With the P1C, we take the 
development of the P1A 
protection extensions further.
Even the joint between neck 
and shoulder is now ballis-
tically protected. Groin and 
upper arm protection have 
been increased.

Ballistic protection within a 
uniform waistcoat featuring 
large outer pockets.
The P1 overt vest is an 
essential part of everyday 
police life. It is the ideal 
complement to the covert 
vest, since the same armour 
inserts can be used.

The P2 backup vest is an 
intuitive-to-use product.
The vest can be put on like 
a jacket with the fixed neck, 
arm and groin protection. 
You can fit the radio and 
service weapon (e.g., Glock 
17/19) to the front section.
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COVERT
VESTS

P3 P4 P7 P8

Police Combat Vest Convertible Waistcoat Tactical Police Vest Multifunctional Vest incl. 
body protection equipment

A functional vest that is excel-
lent value for money. 
It provides a large protective 
surface with neck and groin 
protection. This can be 
enhanced using up-armour 
plates in the front and back. 
Accessories can be con-
nected using MOLLE loops.

A multifunctional police style 
vest with front opening for 
right- and left-handed users.    
The high-vis fabric can be 
folded away and worn 
concealed when required.  
Sewn on pouches, click fast 
docks and a large MOLLE 
area for carriage of 
equipment.

Made of high-quality 
materials with front opening 
and firmly sewn-on equip-
ment pockets this vest is ideal 
for tactical police use and 
various equipment can be 
fitted on to it.
It is comfortable even when 
worn for an extended period 
of time.

Ballistic vest and body 
protection in one product.  
Modular elements make the 
need for a separate body 
protection redundant.
The metallic blade guard in 
the neck and integrated cut 
protection in the front area 
offer increased safety. 
Anatomically shaped front 
part for ladies available.
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COVERT
VESTS

P9 BL1 BL2 DIODON XP

Tactical Police Vest Ballistic Life Vest Ballistic Life Vest Ballistic Life Vest

Tactical police vest with 
full-surface, highly flexible 
Molle fleece trim in the front 
area for attaching equipment 
pouches. 
Possibility of mounting hard 
ballistic plates and rescue 
handle on the back for quick 
evacuation of injured persons. 
High wearing comfort even 
during long wearing times.

The BL1 is equipped with a 
detachable ballistic swim 
collar turning it into a multi-
functional life jacket that can 
be triggered automatically or 
manually.
Once the collar has been 
removed, the ballistic vest 
can still be used. 

Ballistic life jacket with inte-
grated bladder. 
This can be triggered automa-
tically or manually.
The vest is made of 
water-repellent materials and 
features all over MOLLE surfa-
ces for attaching accessories.

A plate carrier with integrated 
bladder.  
The Diodon XP completes the 
range of ballistic life vests. 
It can be triggered automati-
cally or manually.  
The vest offers large MOLLE 
-Slot areas for attaching 
accessories.
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COVERT
VESTS

M1E M1F S1Inf. -Mod

Assault Vest Assault Vest SWAT-VestInfantry Vest
German Armed Forces 

The comfortable combat vest 
with all over MOLLE has been 
optimised for maximum 
comfort, fit and use in 
vehicles. 
In critical situations, it can 
be released quickly at any 
time using the patented QR-3 
release system.

The M1F is based on the 
Inf.-Mod. 
It has the same technical 
features but has been 
improved by the use of the 
patented M-lock fasteners 
that makes it considerably 
easier to put it on and take 
it off, making any additional 
quick-release obsolete.

The SWAT-Vest S1 has been 
optimised for large-area 
long-barrel weapon protecti-
on. The classical protection 
concept is complemented by 
additional up-armour plates 
in the abdomen and throat 
areas. Handling has been 
simplified and the Mehler 
Combat Belt system transfers 
the weight to the hips.

This combat-tested vest 
offers SK1, SK4 protection and 
additional stab protection. The 
optional neck and shoulder 
yoke provide increased frag-
ment protection. The quick-re-
lease system offers rapid 
release in the event of an 
emergency and MOLLE loops 
provide space for accessories.
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COVERT
VESTS

S3 S4 M2 M5

SWAT-Vest SWAT-Vest Assault Vest Lightweight Assault Vest

Even with improved protection 
from long barrel weapons, 
the S3 offers a comfortable fit 
and its most salient feature is 
its ease of use. 
The patented M-Lock fasten-
ers allow it to be put on and 
taken off quickly.
The throat protector has been 
optimised for weapon stop.

The use of SK4 plates in the 
front, back, sides and groin 
area offers excellent 
protection with the S4.
The load transfer system gives 
relief, but also carries the 
climbing harness if required.
Accessories can be atta-
ched over a wide area using 
MOLLE.

Military assault vest with a 
wide area of MOLLE on the 
front and back for secure 
attachment of equipment 
pouches.  
Additional integrated 
magazine pockets on the 
front and the patented quick 
release system allow for 
extended range of functions.

The flexible configuration of 
this vest offers maximum 
adaptability from a plate 
carrier to a complete 
protective vest with 
7 up-armour plates. 
Optional leg protection 
available. Innovative quick 
release system.  
Large MOLLE-Slot area for 
fastening of equipment.
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OVERT 
VESTS

COVERT
VESTS

C3 C7 C9 C15

Plate Carrier Plate Carrier M-Square Plate Carrier Grid Carrier

The attractiveness of the C3, 
is low weight and high 
functionality. 
A proven hook&loop system 
allows easy side adjustment.

The innovative and very 
light M-Square plate carrier 
protects you in the front and 
back area and can be put 
on and taken off very quickly 
using the patented M-Lock 
fasteners.

We have also used the 
patented M-Lock fasteners in 
the C9 plate carrier. 
It provides improved airflow 
by the use of repositionable 
pads.

Multifunctional carrier for 
up to four plates that can be 
re-configured and reduced 
quickly to a tactical vest.  
Patented quick release 
system.
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OVERT 
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C4 C8 C10 C11

Plate Carrier Plate Carrier Plate Carrier Plate Carrier

Each of our plate carriers can 
be combined with a basic 
protective vest to provide 
protection from rifle fire. 
This is also achievable with 
our stand alone plates. 
In critical situations, the 
patented QR-3 release system 
facilitates quick release.

The C8 plate carrier is very 
compact, but provides 
multiple attachment capabili-
ties. In addition to the M-Lock 
fasteners, it features an 
additional quick-release 
system. It has storage space 
for small parts and maga-
zines and can be extended 
by the MOLLE and Velcro 
features.

The patented M-Lock fasten-
ers in the shoulders allow this 
plate carrier to be attached 
and removed quickly. 
Easily adjusted at the 
shoulders and sides to fit the 
wearer’s body.

The C11 is a lightweight plate 
carrier with a large MOLLE 
surface.  
Patches can be easily 
applied.   
Easy to don and doff off.
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OVERT 
VESTS
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C6 C6A C13

Plate Carrier Plate Carrier Plate Carrier

Weighing only 9 kg, the 
seven-plate C6 carrier offers 
comprehensive AK47 pro-
tection in terrorist and amok 
situations.

The C6A offers the same 
weight and safety features 
as the C6, but can be quickly 
put on and taken off using the 
patented M-Lock fasteners.

Plate carrier with large pro-
tective area against rifle shot 
(AK47) and a total weight of 
5.5kg.  
Simple and quick size adjust-
ment using innovative BOA 
system. 
Large MOLLE-Slot area.
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PLATE
CARRIER

OVERT
VESTS

COVERT
VESTS

HB1 HB2 T1 T2

Combat-Belt Combat-Belt Equipment Vest Equipment Vest

Central element of a 
modern combat vest system. 
Load transfer, equipment 
platform, protection extension.
Basis for climbing belt, leg 
protection etc. 
Enhancement of system‘s 
comfort and functionality.

The T2 equipment vest can 
be worn with a protective vest 
if required and has all-round 
MOLLE for your accessories. 
Width is adjusted using a 
Velcro flap and the special 
spacer fabric makes it a very 
comfortable fit. 
On both shoulders there are 
external cable loops.

The T1 equipment vest can be 
worn in addition to a protec-
tive vest. 
It provides all-round MOLLE 
to carry a wide range of 
accessories.
Width is adjusted by means 
of slider buckles and on both 
shoulders it has a concealed 
cable duct.

The HB 2 has been developed 
to provide relief from and 
better distribution of, weight 
on the hips.  The ergonomic 
cut allows for less strain on 
the hip bones.  The belt has 
no integrated soft ballistics.   
The belt has MOLLE-Slot for 
the carriage and fastening of 
equipment.
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PLATE
CARRIER

OVERT
VESTS

COVERT
VESTS

Radio  In tegrat ion

Radio pouches for all popular 
models, PTT-pouches and 
cable guides, plus pouches 
for headsets, etc.

Weapon St rap

Weapon connection for the 
primary weapon. A 170N 
magnet ensures that the rifle 
gets fixed instantly to the side 
of the vest.

Ho ls ter  Adapter

We adapt your quick-draw 
holster on a modular basis to 
the combat belt, leg protector 
or a MOLLE plate.

L1

Leg Protection

The L1 leg protector can be 
used to effectively extend the 
area of protection.
It is adapted for use with the 
Combat Belt and its design 
offers excellent mobility.
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RS 6 RS 9 RS 12 TRS-001

Combat Backpack 6l Combat Backpack 9l Combat Backpack 12l Transformer Backpack

Small, 6-litre combat ruck-
sack with separate helmet 
compartment. Diverse options 
for stowing items thanks to 
numerous compartments. 
Stand-alone carrying method 
using shoulder straps or atta-
ched direct to back of ballistic 
vests via MOLLE zip method of 
fastening.

Civilian backpack with 
integrated plate carrier.  
During covert operations 
this backpack can be 
converted, in seconds, 
to a full plate carrier.   
Magazine pouches and 
quick-draw holsters can be 
looped on the front of the 
plate carrier.

12-litre combat backpack with 
large inner compartment and 
hydro-pack. Quick access to 
the bottom through a second 
zipper. Extensive storage 
available for ammunition, clo-
thing, food etc. Can be worn 
with shoulder straps or fixed 
directly on to the back of the 
protective vest.

9-litre combat backpack with 
large inner compartment and 
hydro-pack. Quick access to 
the bottom through a second 
zipper. Extensive storage 
available for ammunition, clo-
thing, food etc. Can be worn 
with shoulder straps or fixed 
directly on to the back of the 
protective vest.
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RS 35

Daysack 35l

35-litre deployment backpack 
with 10 inner compartments, 
2 outer compartments and 
hydro-pack compartment. 
The 3-fold height adjustment, 
the hip belt for load transfer, 
the comfortable padding and 
the exposed spinal canal for 
an optimized airflow ensure a 
comfortable fit.

RS 35 QRS

Daysack 35l 
with Quick-Release-System

Same construction as RS 
35 in size and layout, this 
model is equipped with 
an innovative Quick-Re-
lease-System and can 
be dropped in hazardous 
situations within seconds.  
The hip belt, that can carry 
a second weapon, remains 
in place.

RS 110

Operational Rucksack 110l

3-day backpack for body 
sizes from 1.55 to 2.10m 
and a maximum load of 50 
kg. Well padded hip belt for 
comfortable fit and optimal 
load capacity.
It is divided into a sleeping 
bag compartment, sepa-
rating base, main com-
partment with hydro bag 
compartment.
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H5 -  Ba l l i s t ic  SF  Helmet
-  H igh Cut  -

H5 -  Ba l l i s t ic  SF  Helmet 
-  Low Cut  -

Since 2015, Mehler Vario System GmbH has expanded its ballistic range and now includes protective helmets.  
The H5, Mehler’s current development, offers a new design and optimised ballistic values with very low trauma values and a reduced 
risk of rebound.  
The helmet is VPAM3 certified in its basic configuration. It can be upgraded to VPAM6. 
 
The H5S is available in three cuts:  High-Cut, Mid-Cut and Low-Cut.
The comfort of this safety helmet is enhanced by an improved helmet inner.  The size can be adjusted to fit by means of adjusting the 
dial.
A respirator mask and earmuffs can be worn comfortably with this helmet.  Shroud and side rails allow additional accessories to be 
attached. There are different visors available for this helmet.
 

H5 -  Ba l l i s t ic  SF  Helmet
-  Mid  Cut  -
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Bal l i s t ic  V isors

To enhance the safety of those wearing 
our helmets, we offer ballistic visors as 
an optional extra.

These are available in two different 
heights (120 and 150mm) and 
different widths and protection levels to 
your requirements.

AK47 -  Upgrade Shel l  H5

Easy to fit upgrade set for the ballistic 
SE helmet H2S.

The protection class is increased with 
this module to 7.62x39 AK47 mild steel 
core.
There is also a separate upgrade ele-
ment for the NVG adapter 
(without illustration).

In a simple assembly, the helmet with 
an upgrade shell offers maximum safety 
in use!
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H2S -  Ba l l i s t ic  SWAT Helmet AK47 -  upgrade set  fo r  H2S

The ballistic helmet H2S matches the 
H1S in its form and accessories. With 
its special design, however, the helmet 
shell exceeds the requirements of the 
VPAM3 test and can also withstand fire 
from Tokarev and 9mm THV.
A custom-fit cover is also available, 
allowing full use of Shroud and Rails. 

Easy to install upgrade kit for the 
ballistic SE Helmet H2S.
Increased protection to 7.62x39 
AK47 iron core.
Simple to assemble the helmet 
upgrade kit offers maximum safety 
in use!

Spl in ter  P ro tect ion Helmet

Latest generation weight-optimised 
splinter protection helmet offering 
increased comfort. 
Flexible accessory connections with 
shroud and rails as well as loop 
surfaces.
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BS 6 BS 7 BS 10

Ballistic Briefcase 
SK1 

Ballistic Briefcase 
VPAM6

Foldable Backup Shield 
SK1

Unobtrusive ballistic protecti-
on in the form of a briefcase. 
This can be extended in 
seconds and used 
immediately.

Ballistic briefcase with 
additional extendable 
protection plates.  
The weight of the bag is 
optimised so it can be 
carried for longer.

Quick to deploy foldable 
ballistic shield with 
ballistic vision block.
Offers efficient area of addi-
tional protection in critical 
situations.
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PLATE
CARRIER

OVERT
VESTS

COVERT 
VESTS

BS 14BS 13

Ballistic Protective Shield 
VPAM 3 / VPAM 6

Like BS13, can be upgraded 
using two additional plates.
Has a support to allow for 
independent standing.  
Integrated viewing window 
and loop surfaces for acces-
sories. Can be folded easily 
into a backpack system.

Portable protective shield of 
protection class VPAM 6.
Despite the high level of 
protection, it has a 
relatively low weight and can 
be carried over long periods.

BS 11

Ballistic Protective Shield  
VPAM 3 / VPAM 6

Foldable blanket with 
VPAM3 protection. 
Can be expanded by two 
additional plates to VPAM6.  
Easy to carry thanks to the 
use of innovative materials. 

BS 9

Ballistic Protective Blanket 
SK1

BS 9 - a foldable protective 
shield of protection class SK1 
with innovative standing aid. 
It can be coupled with other 
shields.

Ballistic Protective Blanket
VPAM 3 / 6 with stand
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